REPORT2WEB® SAFE PASSAGE
A PROVEN ALTERNATIVE TO BMC CONTROL-D
It’s time for a change. We have the answer. If you’d like to move away from BMC Control-D, discover the speed and ease of
Report2Web®. For a fast, effective and comprehensive software and services solution you need our Safe Passage Program.

IMPROVED TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
At Redwood Software, we know what it takes to
migrate from one enterprise solution to another
– quickly, easily and cost effectively. With our
Report2Web Safe Passage Program, you reduce
expenses immediately. This unique, risk-free program costs

less than you currently pay in maintenance fees, while
providing you with even better report distribution and
archiving capabilities. It also helps you to manage capital
expenditures against operating costs at the same time – a
real game-changer for many organizations.

A RAPID AND SAFE PASSAGE
Unlike other report management solutions that are just a
small part of large-scale, complex set of tools, Report2Web
is our complete focus. We specialize in automating the
delivery of your business critical information, safely,
A mature, scalable, enterprise report management
solution that fulfills all of your requirements.
A flexible licensing model that provides exactly what
you need at a lower cost of ownership.
Multiple options for a successful, tailored
conversion process that suits your environment and
requirements.

flexibly and according to your business demands. Our
proven migration path is a comprehensive software and
services solution that includes:

A proven conversion methodology supported by
toolsets to migrate Control-D metadata and content to
Report2Web—with no surprises.
Dedicated, experienced consultants who work with
you for the duration of your project to ensure a
successful transition and optimal configuration of your
reporting environment.

STREAMLINES DISTRIBUTION
With Report2Web it’s easy to define routing and
distribution rules based upon report attributes
you specify-including actual report content. This
way, you can accurately index information within
the repository any way you want. Rules are easy to
define within a standard UI and with our dynamic, contentbased processing. Report2Web can typically reduce and
simplify thousands of lines of logic from your Control-D

environment to just a handful of manageable rules. In
addition to processing standard text or PDF-based output
and print files, Report2Web handles electronic documents
that originate from most business applications, including
Microsoft Office, SAP®, Oracle, hospital information
systems (HIS) applications and more. Report2Web also
catalogs, publishes, and accesses scanned images just like
traditional report file-formats.

MAINTAINS DOCUMENT SECURITY
You can tightly secure sensitive business
information within the Report2Web repository.
Built to integrate with your enterprise security
infrastructure, Report2Web is fully compatible
with Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) and

Active Directory security standards. It easily integrates
with standard or custom single sign-on (SSO) technologies.
As an additional security measure, Report2Web offers
comprehensive audit logging facilities that assist in
protecting organizations against fraudulent activities.
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FEATURES YOU EXPECT WITH FLEXIBILITY YOU NEED
Report2Web offers extensive features to
assist end users when working with reports.
Whether you are using a limited set or
many viewing options in Control-D today,
your users will find even more flexible and intuitive
options within Report2Web. You can easily add notes
at the document or line-item level to make it easy for
report users to communicate. Public or personal Smart
Folders turn repetitive searches into a simple task.

Custom lists of favorites aggregate frequently used
documents into a single view – making the most recent
or all historic versions of a document just a single
click away. Filtering enables you to access report data
through different logical views such as by department
or invoice number. Template-driven document
approval processes offer a convenient, rules-based
method of reviewing and publishing content to the user
community.

AUTOMATE DATA CONVERSION
Manually re-keying or filtering existing report data into
an Excel spreadsheet is an effort of the past. Of course
users can perform an ad hoc export of text documents
to Excel. But automating the extraction of relevant data

in reports that originate in a number of formats and
prepopulating an existing Excel template – including
embedded logic and macros delivers real value to your
users.

We help companies achieve the ‘The Robotized Enterprise™’, robotizing up to 100% of end-to-end processes across R2R, O2C, P2P, Human Capital, Supply Chain and others
to improve process efficiencies and quality, while diverting resources from the back office and redirecting them to value added customer activities. Today more than 3,000
customers worldwide already work with Redwood Software to eliminate the costs, risks and wasted time of manually repetitive business process tasks.
For more information on Report2Web please visit www.redwood.com/report2web/

